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IIM Jammu has its Final Placement Processes ongoing for the batch of 2019-2021, the 4th batch of its MBA
Program. The Batch shines of its diversity in academic backgrounds, work experience, and ethnicity. 

With over 100 recruiters participating in the recruitment drive, the placement scenario at IIM Jammu has
been on the rise. IIM Jammu has seen new opportunities come its way as our students have secured
excellent roles in domains like Analytics, Consulting, and Strategy in addition to roles in Marketing,
Finance, and Operations. 

IIM Jammu continues to create a strong presence in the industry and always brings a fresh perspective to
the table being the fastest-growing IIM. The campus saw prominent recruiters like Deloitte, Maruti Suzuki
India Limited, HCL, TATA Power, Tech Mahindra, ICICI Bank, and in addition hosted new recruiters like
ArcelorMittal Nippon Steel India Limited, CEAT, Kotak Mahindra Bank, and Vedanta, along with several
others.

The highest CTC for the year stands at INR 32 LPA. The top quartile CTC is INR 14.48 LPA. The average and
median CTC stands at INR 10.34 LPA and 10 LPA respectively. A total of 104 offers were received out of
which 3 were self-sourced. 

We express our deep gratitude to the recruiters who persistently supported us in these trying times. We
are adamant about nourishing and bolstering this relationship for the years to come.

The institute would like to thank all its corporate partners for showing
immense faith in our students and ensuring their holistic development.
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Placement Highlights

*Opt-out students are the ones who wanted to pursue placements on their own or work on something of their own interest.
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Work Experience of the batch

Break up of work experience
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Educational Background

CTC Details
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Sector-wise offers

Domain-wise offers 
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Companies that recruited
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placements@iimj.ac.in

PLACEMENT OFFICE

PLACEMENT COORDINATORS

DR. JABIR ALI
Chairperson (Placements)

Email Id: chair.placecom@iimj.ac.in
Mobile: +91-73880-11122

MR. RAJNI RANJAN
Placement Officer

Email Id: placement.office@iimj.ac.in
Mobile: +91-90055-33503

DR. BALJEET SINGH
Co-Chairperson (Placements)

Email Id: co-chair.placecom@iimj.ac.in
Mobile: +91-88189-43434

AKANSHA GUPTA
+91-98994-58373

DARSANA DUTTA
+91-84030-58012

GARIMA KATHPALIA
+91-87507-27588

JOSHUA EDWIN
+91-77082-83111

JOTIRMOY MAJUMDER
+91-89109-07307

KOLAGANI S HITHESH
+91-63006-47363

MONISHA
+91-82480-65593

MUSKAN NAYYAR
+91-86990-02820

NEHA PANDEY
+91-98860-14151

SHIVANGI SOLANKI
+91-94248-10272

SHREYANSH SANGWAN
+91-93105-96707

SRISHTI SHEKHAR
+91-96543-09651

STETSON
+91-85139-02189

VIBHOR SINGH
+91-95063-14500
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